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A Note from your Co-Chairs

From the Desk of your Newsletter Team

Hello API KC:

We hope that your summers are going well!  The summer has been a busy time for all, particularly for the API 
KC.  Since the NASPA National Conference in Chicago, we have started to work with the outgoing and 
incoming members of the national and regional leadership team to facilitate the transition of various roles and 
programs.  As the new members of the leadership team ease into their new roles planning begins for the slate 
of national and regional API KC events for the coming academic year.

Speaking of planning, members have already began to propose and develop pre-conference and regular 
conference sessions for the 2011 National Conference in Philadelphia. We have also started working with Raja 
Bhattar and JoeAnn Nguyen, National Co-Chairs Elect, so they can learn more about their roles. Furthermore, 
the KC is working on several potential webinars for the Fall term by partnering with other KCs – stay tuned for 
more information.

Finally, we are continuing to talk to members about two national issues – the discussion of possible 
consolidation with ACPA and the 2012 National Conference in Arizona.  Through emails, phone conversations, 
and face to face meetings, we hope to work through these issues and create dialogue that will help our KC 
move forward while supporting our members and the greater NASPA community.

Enjoy the rest of summer and get in as much rest, relaxation, and fun as possible--the academic year will soon 
begin!
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SHOUTOUTS!

Send a shoutout or make an 
announcement in the next 
newsletter! It’s a great way to 
share news, connect with others, 
and show some APIKC love!

Give us a book, article, 

website, or blog 

recommendation for the 

next newsletter!

Tim Kao recently took a position at the University of Dayton as the International 

Student & Scholar Services Coordinator. Tim also recently finished a music video for a song 
off his upcoming album, Old Music For Young Hearts. You can see the video here: http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=5q6u7rEqLJo

Shoutouts and Announcements!
Sarah L. Wilcox Elliott, formerly Assistant Dean in the Office of the Dean of Students

at the University of Virginia, has taken a position at the Darden Graduate School of Business 
(UVA). As Assistant Director of Student Affairs she will be working closely with 600+ MBA 
students.

In solidarity,

Karlen and Karu



National Leadership Board

Regional KC Representatives
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Hikaru Kozuma, National Co-Chair
kozuma@upenn.edu

Karlen Suga, National Co-Chair
karlen.suga@gmail.com

JoeAnn Nguyen, National Co-Chair Elect
joeann.nguyen@gmail.com

Raja Bhattar, National Co-Chair Elect
raja_bhattar@redlands.edu

Tedd Vanadilok, Public Relations 
tedd-v@northwestern.edu

Gretchenrae Callanta, Public Relations
gcallant@uvm.edu

Jerald Adamos, Public Relations 
jladamos@gmail.com

Melissa Camba, APPEX Co-Chair
mjcamba@uri.edu

Annalyn Cruz, APPEX Co-Chair
annalyncruz@berkeley.edu

Lily Chowana-Bandhu, Technology & 
Listserv
lchowanab@usc.edu

Jason Chan, Research & Scholarship
jchan@apiasf.org

Nicole Virtucio, Research & Scholarship
nvirtucio@fullerton.edu

Jerome Buodomo, Graduate Students & 
New Professionals
jerome_budomo@hotmail.com

Camaron Miyamoto, NUFP Board 
Representative
camaronm@hawaii.edu

J.P. Villafuerte, Social & Networking
jvillafuerte@goldenkey.org

Region I
Kevin Gin
kevjgin@yahoo.com

Region II
Bindi Patel
bindi.patel@nyu.edu

Region III
Yvonne Lin Giovanis
y.giovanis@tcu.edu

Region IV-W
Pablo Mendoza
mendozap@missouri.edu

Region IV-E
Joshua Johnson
jmjohnson@niu.edu

Region V
Lisa Hatfield
hatfiel@pdx.edu

Region VI (Executive Chair)
Fuji Collins
fcollins@ucmerced.edu

Region VI (Hawai’i)
Rouel Velasco
rouel@hawaii.edu

Region VI (Arizona)
Rhea Gomez
rhea.gomez@asu.edu

Region VI (SoCal)
Jen Louie
jenelouie@gmail.com

Region VI (NorCal)
Kevin Lee
klee1@pacific.edu



Some of the Newest Members of

Raja Bhattar is the Assistant Director of Campus Diversity & Inclusion at the 
University of Redlands. In this role, he helps coordinate the Women’s Multicultural 
and Pride Centers and coordinates social justice and diversity themed trainings for 
the campus community. He holds a Master’s degree in Higher Education and 
Student Affairs Administration from the University of Vermont (Burlington, VT) and 
completed his Bachelors in Psychology and Spanish Literature at Boston University 
(Boston, MA). He currently serves as the APIKC Co-Chair Elect. Raja was the 
Preconference Institute Coordinator for the 10th Annual GLBTKC-sponsored institute 
in Chicago and served on the committee for the 3rd Annual APIKC-Sponsored 
APPEX Preconference Institute in Seattle. Raja is the recipient of the 2006 Region I 
Richard F. Stevens Outstanding Graduate Student Award, the 2009 APIKC Very 
Involved Person (VIP) Award and the 2010 GLBTKC Service to NASPA Award.

Hi everyone! My name is Jen and I'm so "hapa" to meet you! I was born and raised in 
sunny Orange County and went to school at San Diego State University for my BA in 
Psychology and my MA in Student Affairs. I'm currently working part time at UC San 
Diego and my professional interests include student activities, identity development, 
multicultural affairs, and student organizations. I also love to travel and try crazy new 
foods. If you see me at a conference, say hello!
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the APIKC Leadership Team

Raja Bhattar, Co-Chair Elect

Jen Louie, Region VI SoCal Sub-Rep

Kevin Lee, Region VI NorCal Sub-Rep
I’m originally from the suburbs of Chicago and graduated from 
Eastern Illinois University with a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology with 
a Sociology minor in 2009. Currently, I am pursuing my Master of 
Arts in Educational Administration and Leadership with a 
specialization in Student Affairs at the University of the Pacific 
where I am a Residence Director and a Graduate Assistant in the 
Office of Judicial Affairs. I am expected to graduate from Pacific 
in May 2011.



APIKC Takes o
n Chicago!



Doris Michiko Ching Shattering the Glass Ceiling Award

Dr. Judy Sakaki

Vice President for Student Affairs, University of California System

Dr. Judy Sakaki’s career in Student Affairs has included appointments at a number of campuses within the 
University of California and California State University systems. Described as an engaged leader in our field, Dr. 

Sakaki has served as a trustee for The College Board and an executive officer of Asian Pacific Americans in 
Higher Education (APAHE). She also served on the faculty of NASPA’s 2010 Alice Manicur Symposium, a 

professional development opportunity for women in mid-level management positions who are considering 
positions as Senior Student Affairs Officers. Throughout her career, she has demonstrated a strong 

commitment to diversity, access, collaboration, and engagement. Dr. Sakaki was selected for this award by a 
group of former recipients, including Dr. Doris Ching, Dr. Hal Gin, and Jim Larimore.

Henry Gee Outstanding Mentoring Award

Dr. Connie Tingson-Gatuz

Vice President for Student Services, Madonna University (MI)

Known to her nominators as “the quintessential Student Affairs Professional”, Dr. Connie Tingson-Gatuz was 
selected as the recipient of the 2010 Henry Gee Outstanding Mentoring Award. She has and continues to 

mentor young professionals and students looking to pursue careers in Student Affairs. In addition, Dr. Tingson-
Gatuz has conducted numerous trainings at local and national levels on APIDA issues and serves as a lead 

trainer for readers of applications for the Gates Millennium Scholarship. Her mentees describe her as genuine, 
sincere, and dedicated.

Very Involved Participant (VIP) Awards

Dr. Mamta Accapadi

Dean of Students, Oregon State University

The words that come to mind when we think of Dr. Mamta Accapadi are passionate, honest, strong, and 
fearless. She serves as a powerful example of what it means to be both an activist and educator. 

Dr. Accapadi is a testament to the great things that can be done when there is 
passion behind actions and when one remains true to who they are. Her inspiration is one 

of many reasons she was selected as one of the 2010 recipients of the 
Very Involved Participant Award.

Nicole Virtucio

Program Support Coordinator, California State University Fullerton
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APIKC Award Winners 2010

Nicole has redefined the word “active” from the start of her involvement in the API KC from 
little things such as responding to questions or requests from us to taking on redefining how 

we do things at the Community Gala, the Research and Scholarship Committee, and APPEX, 
She has been a growing force and integral part of our community. We know she will make 
many more outstanding contributions to our community as she continues her involvement.



Asian LEAD Academy @ Arizona State University 
Rhea Gomez Duncan, Arizona State University, Rhea.Duncan@asu.edu

Student Success Coordinator, ASU Multicultural Student Services & Program Coordinator, Asian LEAD Academy

 This summer, high school students and incoming

ASU freshmen participated in Arizona State University’s 

(ASU) Asian LEAD Academy, a summer program 

geared for students who identify or have an interest 

in Asian/Pacific Islander culture. For the first time this 

year, the Asian LEAD Academy had two program 

components that ran concurrently in the beginning 

of June. Asian LEAD Academy: University component

focused on ASU resources for entering freshmen where

they had a one-week residential experience in the 

new Barrett honors college. The second program, 

Asian LEAD Academy: High School component is a 

two-week commuter program for 10th-12th grade high 

school students that focused on leadership and public 

speaking. Both high school and university components

 joined together during the cultural days that focused 

on culture, identity, and Asian/Pacific Islander issues.

 The participants of the Asian LEAD Academy: University component were also joined by a 150 other 

multicultural incoming ASU freshmen that took part in multiple summer transition programs put on by ASU 

Multicultural Student Services. Along with the Asian LEAD Academy, the other summer programs represented 

were LINK@ASU (Latinos Interested in Networking & Knowledge); NASI (Native American Summer Institute); and 

Sanfoka Summer Leadership Institute (geared for African American students). Participants from all four 

programs were together during evening social activities and during presentations about ASU resources. 

Additionally, all programs aimed to create a multicultural summer experience for the students, but also had 

cultural breakout days where their own identity and culture were explored. The cultural breakout days gave 

the students a chance to thrive in a smaller group setting and also learn about resources specifically for their 

culture. For the Asian LEAD Academy, participants had the opportunity to interact and listen to ASU faculty do 

workshops about Asian Pacific American (APA) history, Model Minority Myth, APA Images & stereotypes in Film, 

Japanese American Internment camps, as well as learn about the Asian Pacific American Studies major.

One of the highlights of the Asian LEAD Academy was the tour of the old Rivers Japanese American 

Internment camp at the Gila River Indian reservation in Arizona, where thousands of Japanese Americans 

were held captive after WWII. The Asian LEAD Academy participants were fortunate to hear first hand 

experiences by Masaji (Mas) Inoshita, a camp survivor of the Rivers Internment Camp. Mas is over 90 

years old, but still so active in the community. Where most camp survivors refuse to talk about their 

experiences in the camp, Mas found a way to cope by educating thousands of people in Arizona 

and across the country about the injustices that occurred to the Japanese American people.

 During the tour, Mas vividly spoke about when his family first heard about Executive Order

 9066 informing them that people of Japanese ancestry were being relocated and heading to 

camp in a few days. He spoke of his family having to sell their possessions for pennies and losing 

their land since all they could carry to the camps was what they could hold in their two hands. 

On the tour, Mas showed us the old dog grave where a dog named Cookie was buried, where 

the baseball diamond used to be, an old fish pond, and the memorial that is now standing 

there.To the eye, all that is left are remnants of what used to be – concrete slabs and nails on 

the ground, rocks that has some semblance of a fish pond, a tombstone written in Japanese 

covered by bushes – but to Mas, it was something so different and we were grateful that 

we could see it through his eyes for at least a brief moment.
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In photo: Mac and Asian Lead Academy



INSIGHT FROM AN UNDERGRADUATE… 
by Gabriel Papa

Whittier College, NUFP Fellow

This summer, I had the wonderful opportunity to serve in Washington, DC as an Asian Pacific American 
Institute for Congressional Studies (APAICS) intern. Through this program I was exposed to a variety of 
opportunities that developed my professional skills and personal interests. The political aspect of higher 
education continues to drive my commitment to student affairs as it is often overlooked due to the 
agendas of elected officials.

I continue to become well-rounded and more knowledgeable of the importance of student affairs in 
higher education through my experiences as a NUFP Fellow. This understanding has motivated a greater 
interest in running for office to positively impact student affairs. My aspirations of being a higher education 
administrator are also driven by my fascination with policy creation and effective program 
implementation.

I attended the inaugural Asian & Pacific Islander American Scholarship Fund (APIASF) Higher Education 
Summer in Washington, DC. APIASF is the nation’s larger non-profit organization that provides college 
scholarships to Asian and Pacific Islander Americans (APIAs) with financial need. The focus of the summit 
was Access and Success: Asian and Pacific Islander Americans in Higher Education. I attended a session 
and working group on minority serving institutions (MSIs) and their role in higher education.

Until 2007, no federal legislation existed concerning Asian American and Native American Pacific Islander 
Serving Institutions (AANAPISIs). Summit attendees discussed recommendations for this newly federally 
funded group of institutions to potentially adopt MSI policy strategy, examined the handful of institutions 
currently recognized as an AANAPISI, and generated ideas to ensure sustainability of this new type of MSI.

Being an Asian American and Native Hawaiian myself, I find the AANAPISI distinction to be crucial in best 
serving the Asian American Pacific Islander population. One of the main topics addressed was the model 
minority myth that ‘all Asians are smart and successful’ and that the Asian population represents the 
“model minority”. This perception continues to restrict necessary resources from being provided to students 
who identify as Asian American or Pacific Islander. The passage of legislation and the creation of the 
AANAPISI group in 2007 served as the first step in serving the AAPI community in higher education more 
effectively.

As a student attending a Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI), I applied my learning to my current 
understanding of how Whittier College serves its students. This is such an exciting time as more institutions 
discover this new MSI status and take measures to apply and improve their service to the AAPI community.

Being in Washington, DC has opened doors to explore resources to support student affairs. I have 
thought about my future in student affairs and how I can best serve students. I look forward to 
equipping myself with the necessary tools and connections that will enable me to be an effective 
leader and possibly impact higher education policy through politics.
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CARE (National Commission on Asian American and Pacific Islander 
Research in Education) Report on Federal Higher Education Policy 
Priorities and the Asian American and Pacific Islander Community.

www.nyu.edu/projects/care/reports_pubs.html

Refresh your API related resources!



Free Furlough Fun

 NASPA Region VI Asian Pacific Islander Concerns Knowledge Community

                             Looking for cheap fun this summer? Check these out!
Los Angeles

Griffith Observatory Free admission

La Brea Tar Pits Free admission on the 1st Tuesday of each month

California Science Center Free admission

The Getty Museum Free admission

Orange County

Great Balloon Park Free balloon rides

Bowers Museum Free admission for residents on 1st Sunday and 3rd Tuesday

Fullerton Arboretum Free admission

Orange County Beaches Free daily

San Diego

Balboa Park Free park entrance, Free museums for residents on select Tuesdays

Old Town Historic Park Free admission

Museum of Contemporary Art Free admission on 3rd Thursday of each month

San Diego Beaches Free daily

This list was compiled by Jennifer Louie, Region VI API KC SoCal subrep. Email: jenelouie@gmail.com 



Jason Chan, Program Director for Scholar & Alumni Programs, APIASF
Prema Chaudhari, Assistant Director for Scholar & Alumni Programs, APIASF

 Wednesday, June 23, 2010 marked a notable day 
for many in the AAPI community. For the past few 
decades, AAPI individuals across numerous professions 
have attempted to assemble an event that brings 
together a professionally and culturally diverse group of 
individuals to not only discuss the needs and issues of our 
AAPI communities, but to generate a case for needed 
federal policies, increased investments, and improved 
research and data collection. The Asian & Pacific 
Islander American Scholarship Fund (APIASF) successfully 
did just that, by convening its first annual Higher 
Education Summit at the Ronald Reagan Building and 
International Trade Center in Washington, D.C. A 
multicultural group of more than 300 political and policy 
leaders, higher education experts, community 
organizations, business leaders and students attended 
the summit. Keynote speakers such as Under Secretary of 
Education Martha Kanter, Congressman Mike Honda, 
and Executive Director of the White House Initiatives on 
AAPIs, Kiran Ahuja, graced everyone with their presence 
to repeatedly emphasize the importance of the Higher 
Education Summit as a platform for helping our AAPI 
communities succeed educationally and professionally.
 Participant conversations in three concurrent 
working group sessions around education policy, 
investments, and research were based on the 2010 
National Commission on Asian American and Pacific 
Islander Research in Education (CARE) report. The report 
focuses on the AAPI population’s relevance to the 
United States devotion to higher education and 
highlights three key areas of higher education that is vital 
for AAPIs; these include: the education and workforce 
development needs of AAPIs, AAPIs in the community 
college sector, and AAPIs and minority-serving institution 
legislation. Throughout the day, participants had the 
opportunity to speak with some of the country's experts 
on minority-serving institutions and Asian American 
Native American Pacific Islander-Serving Institutions 
(AANAPISIs); underrepresented and underserved AAPI 
students; higher education, AAPI and education 
research; federal policy; and, leadership and workforce 
development. A networking lunch allowed participants 
build connections across each of the various sectors. The 
day concluded with a reception held in partnership with 
the Asian Pacific American Institute for Congressional 
Studies (AAPICS) to recognize the members of the 
Congressional Asian Pacific American Caucus (CAPAC) 
for their commitment to access and education for all 
students.
 The convening of the Higher Education Summit not 
only presented a unique opportunity for the AAPI 
professional, academic, government, and student 
communities to actively dialogue with one another, but 
also birthed new ideas and possibilities to bolster AAPI 
higher education access and success. 

• Familiarize themselves with the federal AANAPISI program, 
including criteria for designation and grant funding; and, if 
eligible, identify potential programs and services to support 
AAPI students on campus and departments/offices that 
can potentially manage the grant

• Research and assessment projects that collect 
demographic information having the capacity to be 
disaggregated by ethnic group, gender, income level, etc.

• Admissions, orientation, multicultural affairs, and academic 
affairs offices collaborating with existing culturally-focused 
college access programs (locally or nationally) to focus on 
the AAPI high school population, or developing original 
programs should ones not already exist

• Academic support and advising offices investing in English 
language learner (ELL) resources and other initiatives 
aimed at supporting students whose primary language is 
not English

• Admissions, orientation, and parent & family affairs offices 
performing targeted, culturally-specific outreach to AAPI 
parents and families, to engage them as a critical support 
system for their students

• Community-service offices and service-learning courses 
partnering with local nonprofits and community-based 
organizations that support underserved AAPI populations, 
particularly those which focus on youth, families, and 
education

• Student activities, leadership programs, and residence life 
offices infusing leadership development programs and 
other training initiatives with modules that leverage the 
social and cultural worldviews of AAPI students

• Counseling centers, academic advising offices, and 
residence life offices providing culturally-focused advising 
and support for AAPI students

• Career centers partnering with corporations, businesses, 
and organizations to invest in targeted professional 
development strategies to strengthen the “college to 
workforce” pipeline for AAPI students

 As the national dialogue regarding higher education 
access and success continues on, it is important to ensure 
that AAPI students are included, their voices heard, and their 
needs represented throughout all conversations or calls to 
action. While the perpetual need to educate the general 
population about the AAPI experience continues to be a 
priority, it is now critical that we - as AAPI student affairs 
educators and higher education professionals – begin to 
elevate our agenda and assert both our presence and our 
place within higher education advocacy and policy 
spheres.

For more information on the Higher Education Summit, please visit: http://www.apiasf.org/higher_ed.html

To download a copy of the CARE report, please visit: http://www.nyu.edu/projects/care/reports_pubs.html

As student affairs professionals who identify as AAPI or have an 
interest in AAPI student affairs, we can play an instrumental 
role in contributing to the work being done in this area. Among 
the many recommendations generated from the Summit, the 
following are directly relevant to what we do as student affairs 
professionals:

APIASF Higher Education Summit: Generating a National Dialogue on 
College Access for Asian American and Pacific Islander Students


